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S. No. SECTION A [Short Answers] 5x4=20 Marks Marks CO 

Q 1 Categories different types of flight control systems. 4 CO1 

Q 2 List different functions of autopilot in aircraft. 4 CO1 

Q 3 Give Block diagram of altitude hold control system using direct flap lift. 4 CO2 

Q 4 Give Block diagram of velocity hold autopilot of a typical aircraft. 4 CO2 

Q 5 Analyse the stability a control system with following characterisitics equation 

4 CO3 

SECTION B   [Long Answers] 10x4=40 Marks 

Q 6 Why closed loop system is preferred over open loop control system. Give two 

examples for each type.  
10 CO1 

Q 7 Consider the system shown in Figure below, where  = 0.7 and 𝑛 = 6  rad/sec. 

Obtain the rise time, tr, peak time tp and settling time ts when the system is subjected 

to unit step input. 

10 CO3 



 

 

Q 8 Simplify following Block diagram 

  

10 CO2  

Q 9 The single degree of freedom pitching motion of an airplane was shown to be 

represented by a second-order differential equation. If the equation is given as 

 ̈ + 0.4 ̇ + 3  =𝑒   

Where the  and 𝑒 are in radians, estimate the rise time, peak time, and settling time 

for step input of the elevator angle of 0.1 rad. 

10 CO3 

  
  

SECTION C [Case Based Study] 2x20=40 Marks 

Q 10 A) Plot root locus for given velocity hold autopilot block diagram [10 Marks] 

Comment on stability of aicraft. 

 

B) Given the loop transfer function [10 Marks] 

𝐺(𝑠)𝐻(𝑠) =
𝑘

𝑠(𝑠 + 2)(𝑠 + 10)
 

a) Sketch the root locus plot for G(s)H(s) 

b) Add a simple pole, (s+3), to G(s)H(s) and examine the resulting toot locus 

c) Add a simple zero, (s+3), to G(s)H(s) and examine the resulting root locus. 

20 CO4 



Q 11 

 
 

20 CO4 

  


